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RoyalCity LiF  |  MORE.MAJOR VOL I
Following the successful reception of RoyalCity LiF’s project WAY.UP; LiF spent time doing 
shows and traveling to spread awareness about his brand as an artist. His growing buzz is 
evidence that he is on a quick rise from a combination of his production and lyrical abilities. 
Along with a very unique sound and unorthodox approach to crafting music, he incorporates 
messages of motivation within catchy hooks and ever changing flows.

MORE.MAJOR is about maximizing everything you have at this very moment. Remaining aware 
of the signs that remind us that we have the resources within us to reach new levels. Being aware 
that we are already equipped with all of the tools needed to turn beautiful ideas into a magnificent 
reality. This project is about looking inside more than looking outside of ourselves for validation 
and motivation.

The first track PURIFY. represents the cleansing process that is necessary to shake all of the 
doubts, fears, inconsistencies and negative beliefs that keep us stagnant. PURIFY is followed by 
E.LEVITATE and then ANTHR.LEVEL where the theme of reaching new levels is the subject 
matter. The more upbeat yet soothing feelings that are created with the production accompanied 
by the lyrics makes it obvious that LiF's mission is to spread the message of determination and 
elevation. MORE.MAJOR VOL I continues to develop where LiF takes a more introspective 
approach to talk about his development, aspirations, and goals to reach the better version of 
himself. To complete the project the title track MORE.MAJOR has a bounce and beat that is 
instantly felt. It creates an uplifting vibe where LiF is more laid back with his flow yet shows his 
knack for being witty and stylish at the same time.

MORE.MAJOR establishes RoyalCity LiF's brand as an artist/producer who is using his music to 
not only prove he is a great mc, but also a messenger to motivate, tell stories and use music to 
make his supporters want to chase the better versions of themselves. This project is the 
soundtrack of reaching new levels and growing to new heights.

Full Release Date: February 1, 2019

Track Listing
1. PURIFY. 
2. E.LEVITATE.
3. ANTHR.LEVEL.
4. PAY.OFF. 
5. LVLS.OF.LIFE
6. MORE.MAJOR
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